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by 
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The direct ae&~ moments Pa.- pitching oscillations have been 
mensilred on LL series of rect~ular mngs tmvug aspect ratios between 2 and 
8 for axis cos;tlons at the mng lea&.ng edges and trailing edges. 'Two of 
the wqs were also tested with singie end plates whuhwere aerodynmucally 
effective ln doubling the wing geometrm aspect ratlo. The measurements 
were made at low *seeds u1 an open Jet wti tunnel and covered bhe range of 
frequency parame+;er (based onmng chom1) 0.13 to 0.39. The results are z.n 
general agreement with theoretsd results due to Imrence and Gerber. 

Similar tests were also made on a wing fitted with two end plates in an 
attempt to ootain results for +ao-dimensional flow. The results do not agree 
with other experimental results mil two-dimensional theoretmal values and 
indicate that wind iamel intetiereme is important for this test conf~i;ura- 
tion. 
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1 Introduction 

Values of the ae-c forces 3n oscillating aerofoil surfaces are 
required for the estimation of au-a??. flutter speeds and in related 
problems. This information is needed for each practical aerofoil snape an3 
its associated modes of osoillation. 

Present knowledge of -chest forces is based largely on theoretios.1 
mvvestigations, although experimental work has been done on the Continent, 
and in the U.S.A., as well as in this country. Experinental lnvestigatzons 
can most easdy be tie for rlgu3 modes of oscillation, that ~3, ties in 
which there is no elastic deformation of the aerof'oil. The results are 
requzed for comparison with theoret- results to assess the accuracy of 
t.h&heoretlcal methcd for suple modes before It 2s extended to deformation 

. 
This report desorlbes measurements of the direot aerodynamio mmentS 

for a serzes of unswept rigid rectangular v-s of various aspect ratios 
osoillatmg il pitah about their leadug or trailing edges, at low rrrmd- 
speeds. The tests were made primarily on plan full-s- wugs, bu+ tests 
were also made on two wings fitted with single end. plates, and on 9n.e Wq 
fitted with two end plates. These additional tests were to establish the 
effectiveness of the end plates, and to pr~vlde a means for obtaining results 
for twice the w3ng geonetiio aspect ratios and for nominalZ,y tmo-di.mension2.l 
fl.ow. 

The aerodynam3.c moments were found by a direct measurement of the moment 
required to main- the pitching oscillation of the wing in the airstream. 
Measurements were m&e in the range of frequency parameter (based 
chord) between 0.13 and 0.39 at Reynolds nubers between 0.38 x <6 8 

n wing 
and. 

0.13 x 106 respectively. 

The results for the wings of finite span have been canpared with the 
thee-les of W. P. ~onesl (1943) and Lawrence and Gerber2 (1952). Both give 
results for rectanplar wings oscillating in rig33 modes in incompressible 
flc~~: Jones for aspect ratios of 4 and 6, ams Lawrence ard Gerber for aspect 
ratios of 2 and 4. The results for the wing oscillating in norrjnally two- 
dimensional flow have been compared with derivatives tabulated by Mu&i.nnickfi 
(1950). 

All the experunental results are SubJeCt to wud tunnel oorrectlons but 
so far as the o&.ters knuw the,, Q- oorTectlons have not been deterruned for 
oscillatulg ms 111 a cu-cu.lar sectzon open-Jet >vmci tunnel of the type 
used in the present tests. There 16, however, substantial xgreement between 
the uncorrected results and theory except for the two-dimensional flo-w oon- 
ditions. Teatative oorreotions have been applied to the strffness deriva- 
tives based on the statio wind tunnel corrections and are greatest for the 
two.&mensional flow tests a313 unpro-re the agreement of the stiffness deri- 
vatIves with theory. Experimental res?;lts for two-dimensional flovi 3n a 
closed rectangular wind. tunnel, including the appropriate osolllatory 
corrections, have been published by Eer 

F 
and IJff4 (1953) based on tests 

by Greidanus, van de Vooren and Ber& 1952). These results are in general 
agreement with theory, &hloh suggests that the wind tunnel corrections for 
the present tests simzLat3ng two-dimensional flow axe imFrt3nt. 

2 Method of r~ducinp, the wing inertia force reactions at the force 
measurirg pourts 

In techuqucs 3n which the aerodynamic forces on oscillating stiaces 
are measured directly account rslst be taken of the inertia force reactions 
at the measuring points. In a sinusoidal oscillation springs can be used to 
reduce or el&inate the unwanted inertia reactions at the measuring points. 
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Thi3 method was followed in the present tests, in which the noment about an 
sxis of pitch only was measured, and is described in detail below. 

The wing and associated spring arxangement is shown in Fig.?. The free end 
of the earthed linear spring of stirfness k is attaohed to the rod whioh 
osczdlates in a direction perpendicular to the mean plane of the wing. 

Let F,, acting along the sxis of the rod, be the only external foroe 
acting on the system which has a moment about the axis of' pztoh, 

If the wmg end red behave as rigid bcdies the following pitching moment 
equation of motion applies:- 

F, e. - k t? 0 = 18 + D6 , 

where I is the pitding moment of znertia of the wing ad rod, and D repre- 
sents the total (still air) dsmping. 

in&e to oscillate at a frequency w near its natural 
then 6 = eeiut and 2-I E M2. Then 

F18 
= (k.2 - A)* + me E i.&3. (1) 

l'he exciting force Fi requzired thus consists mainly of a quadrature com- 
ponent btiming the damping. If the wing is then omillated in the airstream 
at the same frequenoy w, the aaditional in phase ad quadrature components of 
the requirea force F, (which will be large mmpared with the still air forces) 
give directly the add2tional aezwdynmk faroes aoting on the f&g. 

3 Apparatus 

3*1 wind tunnel 

The tests were made in the RAF, 5 ft meter open jet wina tunnel. 

52 Winn models 

Eaohwingwas of reotangular plan form, of 6" chord, snd had a symetrical 
1% thickness to chord rat50. The wing section was ta R&3 101 profile. Four 
wingswerebuilt having spans of 481, p, 19.5" a-d 12'1, giving aspect ratios 
of 8, 5, 3.25 and 2 respeotlvely. All tne wings were of ssndwioh construction 
having a 16 S'ifG mild steel sheet at the section chord line flanked by solid 
spruce blocks shaped to the aerofoil contour. At the tips, on the line of the 
leading end traibng edges, and at intermediate positions on the leading ard 
trailing edges, the steel sheet was extended to form attachment lugs for the 
wing supports. Lightening holes were cut out of the centre of the steel sheet 
and the rear of the sheet was cut away between the lugs a2-d plywood inserted 
to form the trailing edge. The spruce, mild steel, and plywocd were bonded 
together with 'Araldite'. 

3.3 wing supports 

The win&s were mounted vertically in the centre of the wind stream and 
allowed free&m to pitch .&out either the= lead& or tcalliny dgeS. 

The required axis of pitch was defzned by two steel pins, attacheci one at 
eaoh w5ng tip to the appropriate lugs, which fitted into bearings made from 
steel washers. The washers were cash held by four horizontal ut. SWG piano 
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wires, two going forward from the washer to attach to the structure of wina 
tunnel entry nozzle, and the remaming two going back to attach to the frame 
of the safety soreen at the end of the worw sectlon. Vertical wires from 
the working section floor and roof were attached to the ends of the axis pins 
projecting through the washers. Additional bracing l&es attachug to the 
in+,armediate lugs on the pitching axzis were fitted across the tunnel (Fi.g.2). 

For the tests in which V&I+ were fitted with end plates an 18 SWG 
aluminium plate was attached directly tc the wzng tip ad oscdJ.ated with the 
wing over the cenixe of a larger plywod plate whiah wzs fixed in position 
in the working section on four streamlined tubes extending from the floor to 
the roof? structure above. Dimensions of the metal and plywood end plates 
are given u1 Fig.3. The gap between the two plates ad the sue of the cut- 
outs Ln th- w&en plate, to allow tb~ attachment liys to pass through, were 
made as small. as practicable. Veloci$r traverses with the W~JQ removed were 
made between the two plywood end plates +n position for the tests on the Wang 
of nominally infinite aspeot rat10 snd above a sale plywood end p?late Uz 
position for the Lests on a wing of nominal aspect ratzo 6.5. The vehity 
distrz.butions are shown in F~g.7. They indroate that the flow was reasonably 
u.ndorm at the wing position. 

3.4 Excitation equipment 

The w&g oscillations were maintained by forcing with a swash plate 
exciter. The angle of tilt of the swash plats could be smoothly varied, ad 
altered the amplituae of oscillation of a plunger rod projecting from the 
exciter b&y. Sinusoidal forcing from the plunger was transmitted through a 
sprhg and conne~%tir& red to the mid-&~3 point on the wing centre line. 
A force-sensitiJe measuring unit (section 3.6) was built into the connecting 
rod and the s;sring for inertia balancing was attached to the rod on the wing 
side of this dnit. P~g.2 shows the system and Its supprts. 

Under test it was found that the reaction of the inert= bds.nculg 
spring forod a vibration m the support pillax. To ovemome thx an arm, 
pivoted in the pdl.ar, and Linked to the exciter end of the member connected 
to the w'mg was mass loaded in such a -iuay that the force reaction on its 
pivot balanced the spr5ng reaction and reduced the pillar vibration to an 
acceptable value. 

3.5 Frequency measurement 

The test method of reducing the inertia force reactzons (see section 2) 
depends, for correct measurement of the superimposed loads, upon m~.in'dning 
a constant frequency of oscillation. 

To provide an accurate means of measuring the frequency an electcon~.c 
counter was developed ahxh enabled ihe time for a number of wing oscilla- 
tlons to be found correct to &th of a6second. A similar counter having 
a wider application 1.5 described by Hicks . 

At a frequency of 5 ops the mean tsme for 20 oscillations co~uld there- 
fore be determined to an ~y;ucacy of I wt in 240% The counter was made 
to operate automatically at approximately 10 second in533LLs. 

Manual adJustment was made to the find resistance of the shunt wound 
D.C. motor driving the exciter to maintain the mean frequency generally to 
within 2 or 3 parts in 2400 of the chosen frequency. 
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3.6 Force measurement 

The foroe required to maintain the wing pitching osoillations was measured. 
at a unit in the rod oonneoted to the wing. The meas* unit was developed to 
provide a large signal output and yet have the high stiffness to a-@lied load 
generally required in force measurements on osoillating bodies. 

Fig.4 shows the unit. The tensioned diagonal strips each carry a wire 
resistance strain gauge forming one arm of a Wheatstone briat;e. An axial load 
between the oentre connection and the bcdy of the unit results in an increase in 
tension in one pair of strips and a decrease in tension in the other pair of 
strips producing a current, proportional to the load, in the galvanome ter arm of 
the bridge a3raui.t. 

Output from the Wheatstone bridge was supplied to one of two pairs of 
brushes bear- at 180° on the segments of a tnro segment oommutator mounted on 
the exciter shaft and rotating at the oscillation frequency. Fig.5 shows the 
conmmtator and the arrangement of the brushes. The two insulated centre seg- 
ments eaoh had an outer slap ring which was directly conneoted to the galvano- 
meter. The gauge output was thus reversed in direction by the commutator at 
half-cycle intervals to produce a signal having a mean D.C. level measured by 
the galvanometer. The gauge output oould also be switched to the second pair of 
brushes at 90' to the first. Calculations of the galvanometer response are 
given in Appendix I. In a sinusoidal oscillation in which the fordes depend 
linearly upon velocity and displacement the galvanometer readings allow the 
amplitude of the gauge output and its phase relation to the coemmtator to be 
fOUd. The conmmtator rotation was not, however, at a fixed phase relation to 
the wing motion sinoe the wing forcing was applied through the filtering spring. 
A strain gauged cantilever strip was therefore attached to the connecting member 
to the wing and wired bo that its output could also be supplied to the brushes 
on the commutator and measured by the galvanometer. The output from these 
gauges was in-p&se with the wing motion end thus from the two sets of measuce- 
ments the components of the foroe unit output signal in-phase and in quadrature 
with the wing motion was found. 

4 Method 

The effect of frequency parameter upon the aero&mamic derivatives for the 
tigsosciUating at a set circti frequency was found by making measurements 
overarange ofwind speeds. The frequency of 0scSlation &men was 4.97 cps. 

For each test condition, the stiffness of the inertia balancing spring was 
adjusted until the difference between the inertia foroe, in still air, and the 
spring reaotion, as measured at the foroe unit at the ohosen amplittie and Pre- 
quency of oscillation, was snmll compared with +& anticipated aerodynamic load. 
This small in-phase force an3 the a""p"urF"p in quadrature dimping force 
required to overccme the still air aeroaynamu: and apparatus damping were then 
measured. Measurements of the force needed to mei&ain the osoillation at the 
same frequency end amplitude were made at wind speeds of 40, 60, 80, 100 and 
120 ft/sec. After the wind-on tests a further set of measurements were med.e in 
still air. The aerw foroes due to the wind. stream at each speed were 
taken to be the difference between the wind-on measurements snd the measure- 
ments mede in still air. 

The in-phase foroes found in this way correspond to the aerodynamic forces 
due to displacement alone, since the virtual inertia force, which is present 
both with the wind-on and in still air, is excluded by the subtraction. 
SinLlarly, the dorived forces in quedrature with +he wing motion do not ina1ud.e 
the still air damping. 

The force unit vias calibrated dynamically by attaching masses to the wing 
and measuring the extra output in an oscillation at the test frequency snd 
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sqilitude . These extra forces were u-phase wxth the -ii: motion and pro- 
vided a check on the phasing at the commutator. Calibration lotis caverzng 
the range of the aerdynamic lo&s wer, 3 applied immediately before or after 
each set of wind-on tests. 

5 Test prof?Txlnme 

Results were obtained for the following wing oonditions:- 

Aspect 
Ratlo 

2 

3.25 

4” 

5 

6.5” 

a 
CO* 

Wingoondition 

mll span 

Full span 

Wiog of geometrio aspect ratlo 
2 with single end plate 

Full span 

Wmg of geometric aspect ratio 
3.25 with single ed plate 

l3Jl.l span 

eYh.ng of geometrm xpect rat.10 
3.25 with two ed plate3 

*Nominal. 

T c 
Pitow 
Axis 

LE &TE . . . . 

LE. 01 T.E. 

LE. 

L.E. & T.E. 

L.E. 

6 Presentation of results - 

6.1 Non-dimensional derivative coefficients - 

The aerodynsmic stiffness and &mpin;: moments about the axis of pitch 
may be ~pressed in terms of the non-diwnsional equivalent constant strip 
derivatives, q 

P = 

v = 

s = 

c = 

a.nfl St in the tollowug way:-- 

Me' = me p v* s c e. , (2) 

Me” = m;vp T? s ‘2 eo, (3) 

amplitde of the stiffness component of the resultant 
aerodynamic moment (-h-phase with the motion) and 

empLitude of the damping component of the resultant aero- 
dynamic moment (in qwdrature with the motion) (;ve moment 
forcing wing nose up) 

air density 

wind speed 

wingarea 

wing chord 



e. = pit&sing amplitude (angle of pitch measured +ve xing nose up) 

Y = frequen&T parameter y 

w = cxk0uJ.a frequency of oscillation. 

The above derivatives m+ and. 4 are expressed in terms of tne non-dimensional 
equivalent constant strip derivatives referred to the lesding edge (see 
TempletoJ, 1953) as follows 

Pitching about the leaking edge, 

pitching &outtbetraiXng edge, 

“e = 8x + ma -es -me , 

The measured values of m' ad. 
! T 

are given ful3y in Tables I and II. The 
measured derivative me or nach 0 the wing con&i.tions tested is plotted 
agamst frequency parsmeter in Pigs. 9 ard 10. The damping derivative rni is 
not plotted for the reason given u section 7.1. 

6.2 Moment coefficients 

The equations at (2) and (3) may be reaxanged and written, 

%I' 
p s 0 e. = “e $9 

Me” 

psceo = m;Vwc.  

Pig.8 shows twotypicalexamples of the momentcoeffxd.ents %‘ 

Me' psOeo and 

psceo 
plotted against ? and V respectively. 

Departure of the test points (each of whi& co.zrespon& to a &fferent 
frequeq parameter) frcan a straight line through ths orig,in indioates the 
vexlation of' the derivative coefficient8 me and $ with freque~ parameter. 

6.3 Resultsnt umments ti phase an&es 

The aerodynamic moments mu also be expressed in terms of the non- 
dimensional resultant moment m, and the phase angle, E, by which it leads the 
motion vector, thus:- 

i 
--ii Fii =\me + y2 mb2, 

E = tan-~-- . ““0 
me 
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The measured values of i; and s are given m Tables I and II, and are 
plotted against frequency parameter for each of the wings tested in Figs. 13 
and 14. 

7 nucussion of results and corrrpar~son with theory 

7.1 Accuracy of measurements 

The percentage accuracy of the experimentril measurements depended upon 
the magnitude of the aerodynarr;ic moments. At the lowest test wind speed, 
corresponding to a frequency parameter of 0.39, the magrvtude of the resul- 
tant moment m conlil generally be measured to e.n accuracy of 3% and the 
phase angle E to mthm 5O. At the lu&er wud speeds, corresponding to 
the lowest test frequency parameters, ii could galerally be measured to 
within .Z$ m-d E to 2". 

Sinoe the measured phase angles were small, it follows that the stiff- 
ness derivative mg ~rds usually determined to a greater percentage accuracy 
than the damping derivative m&. It was therefore preferred to present the 
da.mpi~$ moments indirectly, 111 the form of resultant moment and. phase angle, 
rather than dueotl,y, in the form of the derivative q, as the drreot pre- 
sentation could give a misleadu& indication of the order of agreement 
between theory and exp%riqent in relation to the nccurncy of measurement. 

7.2 Still-air &ui@ng 

It has been pointed out in section I+ that the in quadrature moments 
found fron the wind tunnel tests do noti include the still air damping moments 
and consequentiy do not represent the total aerodyn3ni.c &#ng moment acting 
on the wing. The still air dsmping my be found from a separate measurement 
of the rate of decay of the pltckung oscillation in still eir. 

For this experiment the wing of aspect ratio 2 was chosen and supported 
on kntie edges to allow it to swmg 3s a .zonpound pendukm about its trailing 
edge. Fran measuremnts of tize t,i.;e of decay between two amplitudes an3 from 
srnilar neasureixnts on a concentrated mass system, to deterrtie the damping 
in the knife edges, the aerodynamic damping was found at a frequency of swing 
of 1.3 cps. The damping nome& was expressed as 336 and it was found that 
the coefficient B was approxuately linearly proportional to the mean smpli- 
tude of swing. Bratt ana Wight8 (1945) have shown that B is also lmearly 
proportional to the frequency cf osc&llation. Using these relationships the 
St111 air damping appropriate to the wind tunnel test amplitude and circular 
frequency represents a correction to the measured out-of-phase derivative of 
approxitnately 2% at Y = 0.13 and f@ at Y = 0.39. If the result 1s also 
applied to the wing of aspect ratio 2 pltchm about its leading edge the 
corresponding correction is 1% at v = 0.13 and&$at y z 0.39. 

Since these corrections aze fairly small and refer only to the test 
sJ@.?tudes and frequencies they have baen omitted and no further tests on 
other wings were made. 

7.3 Wings of finite aspect ratlo 

7.31 Effectiveness of stile eti plates 

The effectiveness of the end plates can be judged by comparing the 
results for the wings fitted with singie end plates with the results for the 
fLLll span wings. 

Fig. 13(a) - (f) shows the variatiun of the non-Smensional resultant 
moment m and the phase angle s with frequency parameter for the wings 
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pitching about their leading edges. Fig. g(a) - (f) shows the variation of the 
corresponding component derivative mg with frequency parameter. The results 
for aspect ratios of 2, 3.25, 5 and 8 are from tests on full span wings and the 
results for aspect ratios of 4 and 6 .5 are from tests on wings of geometric 
aspect ratios of 2 and 3.25 fitted with single e& plates. 

The curves indicate, by convenzznt comparison with the plotted theoretLca1 
values, that the trends and magnitudes of the results for the wings with end 
plates are consistent mth those for the full span wings. The discrepancies 
that exist are of the order of the experimental accuracy and of the di.fferenCeS 
between the results for the full span winps. 

Further indication that the magnitudes of the results are consistent may 
be obtained by cross-plotting against aspec t ratio or, more conveluently, its 
reciprocal. Aspect ratlo has a much greater effect upon the magnitude of the 
stiffness derivative me than upon the damping derivative m& and me iS 
shown plotted, for a frequency parameter of 0.15, against the reclprooal of the 
aspect ratio in Fig.11. 

The results thus show that to within the accuracy of the measurements and 
for the test oscillation the single end plates are effective an reflecting the 
flow oond3.t~ons. 

7.32 Theoretical results 

The thecretioal c-s plotted m Figs. 9, IO, 13, 14 are based on the 
results due to Lawrence and Gerber for w-s of aspect ratios 2 and 4 given in 
Ref.2 and the two-%mensional derivatives for Mach number 0 tabulated in Ref.3. 
The virtual inertia terms have been removed from the in-phase derivatives of 
Ref.2 to give the required stiffness derivatives. The stiffness and damping 
derivatives were then plotted against the reciprocal of the aspect ratio to 
give curves for each frequency parameter similar to those in Figs. 11 and 12. 
Derivatives were found from these curves for each of the test aspeot ratios. 
Reference 2 does not, however, give results for damping derivatives at fre- 
quency parameters below 0.25. To facilitate comparison with the experimental 
results the theoretical curves have therefore been extended to join up smoothly 
with the appropriate values at eero frequency parameter. 

The same theoretical data are 'ven III Figs. 11 and 12, which also include 
theoretical values from W. P. Jones F for wings of aspect ratzos 4 ti 6. 

7.33 Comparison with theory 

At aspect ratios up to approximately 4 the theoretical stiffness moment 
derivative me shows little variation with frequency parameter; above 4 the 
derivative begins to approach the two-dimensional condition in which there is 
a large variation over the test range of frequency parameter. The experi- 
mental. results for the wings pitching about their leading edges s&o show for 
the lower aspect ratios that the derivative is practica3-ly independent of 
frequency parameter, but for the higher aspect ratios show an opposlte-to- 
theoretioal trend. For the wings pitch&g about their trailine; edges, the 
experimental trend 1s slightly more pronounced than the theoretical trend. 
The variation of the measured derivatL.ves with frequency parameter is, however, 
generally small and can best be seen by exsnking the moment ooeffxolents, 
MCI', which are directly proportional to the measured moments (see section 6.2). 
Two typical examples are shown in Fzg.8. The smount by which each test Roint 
lies off the straight line through the origin is a measure of the vsrlation 
of the derivative with frequency parameter. 

The theoretical and experimertal derivatives q have also been cross 
plotted at frequency parameter 0.15 against the reciprocal of the aspect ratio 
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3.n Figs. II snd 12. 
and Gerber:! andJones' 

The graphs show res~ults from the theories of Lawrence 
and md.icate that a small difference exists between 

them for pitching motion about the leading edge but that they agree closely 
for pitching ,motion abod the trailing edge. The ex~erimenta.1 results for 
pltchjng about the leading edge are m closer agreerznt with the Lawrence 
and Gerber results but are slightly greater for the low aspect ratios and 
are slightly sm?llcr at the high aspect ratios. The experimental results 
for pitching motion about the Trailing edge are in fai.rQ close agreement 
wxth the theory. 

The experimental results, however, are subject to wind tunnel correctz.ons 
due to the finite extent of the jet stream. So far as tne miters know these 
corrections have not been found for oscillating wings u an open jet circular 
section -weld tunnel. From existing -?fork in this subject (e.g. W.P. Jonesy, 
1943) it appears that the corrections are greatest at low frequency parameter. 
At zero frequency parameter, whhlch corresponds to the static condition, the 
corrections have been deterrmned for the test wind t-e;, and, to establish 
the other of the correution, these static corrections have been applied to 
the stiffness moment derivatives* for frequency parameter 0.15. The resulting 
derivatives are included in Figs. 1-I and 12. The rmgmtude of the correatlon 
is greatest for the wings of hi& aspect ratio and generally zmproves the 
agreement with theory for the XL&?, pltcw about their leading edges and 
makes it sl@stly worss f3r the dngs prtchzng about their trailing edges. 

1% resultant moment m ad the phase angle E are shown plotted 
against frequemy parameter in Figs. 13(a) - (f) and 14(a) - (a). The plottea 
experimental results are uncorrected for w3id tunnel interference. The 
expermental resul'mnt moment sbms a general agreement with theory similar to 
that for the corresponding stiffness moment derivative %, which forms Its 
principal component. The measured phase angles for pit&kg, motion about the 
lW.ding edge are in close agreement vath theory at the lowest test frequency 
parameters but at hi&er frequency parameters the measured phase angles are 
smaller than. the theoretical phase angles by .an amount generally greater than 
the experimental error. In pitching A.d2.un about the trailing edge the phase 
angles are in reasonable agreement. 

7.4 7Ti.w fitted with two end plates 

The test results are given in Figs. y(g) and IO(d) whhlch show the vari- 
ation of q with frequency parameter and 111 Yigs. 13(g) and 14(d) which 
show the varz.atiJn of i;l ad. s mith frequency parmeter. Values for the 
derivatives mg and ymFf are plotted against frequency parameter in Figs. 
15 - 18. 

FL&~. 15-18 show that although the measured stiffness moment derzvatlves 
are of the same order of wtgnitude as the theoreticalde-ivatlves, the 
measured clamping moment derivatives do not show the large theoretical vari- 
atlon with frequency parameter and are of considerably different magn%tude, 
especially at low frequency parsmeter. 

Included u the figuxcs are aorresponding experimental clerivatlves cal- 
culated from coefficients given by Bergh and Ijff in Ref.4. These coeffi- 
clents axe based on the results of tests made by Greidanus, van de Vooren, 
and Berg,d at the N.L.L. Amsterdam on a wing sp.sming a closed rectangular 
section wind tunnel.. W&l tunnel corrections have been applied to the coeffi- 
clents. The finalderivat~ves arc in fairly close agreemen? rultln theory and 
thus udicate that wLu3. tunnel correctuxxz are important for the arrangement 
used in the iL8.L tests. 

* The statia wrrect~ons do not, of course, give any indication of the 
correction that should be applied. ta the damping derivatives. 
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The wind tunnel corrections depend upon the size and position of the end 
plates as well as upon the wind tunnel configuration. (Fig.3 shows the end 
plates in the working section.) For the end plates to have been fully effective 
in the tunnel they should have extended to the bo~u&.ry of the Jet stream in the 
direction perpen&i.culsr to the plane of the wzing, forward to the entry nozzle, 
and behind the wing over the region 131 which the inf'l;lence of the wake 1s ~mpor- 
tsnt. Ever. under these conditions, however, the oscillatory corrections, so far 
as the writers how, have not been determine?. but the statis corrections are 
given by ~~and0. These corrections, strictly only appropriate at zero fre- 
quency parameter, have been applied to the stiffness Ilioment derivatives and the 
results are plotted in Figs. 15 and 17. The amount of correction for the wing 
with end plates is twice as great e.s that for sny of the other wing conditions 
(see Figs. 11 end 12) and considerably improves the agr~ementwith theory. This 
correction again Goes net give any in&cation of the effect of the wind stream 
boundezies on the damp- derivatives, for which there is the largest discre- 
pancy between the measured results, but suggests that this r~ay be important. 

The amount 4 extensio.l of the 2nd plates behind the wing may d.so ud%.~- 

ence the measured moments. The plates exteded one and one half chord lengths 
distance behind the trail5ng edge and within this length oould refleot thz free 
vortices from the wing. Beyowl the edge of the plate the vortex system must 
clearly degenerate into a trail of finite width. The test configuration is thus 
equivalent to a wing of infinite span with its vortex trail cut off at a SmCt 
distazme behind the wing over all the wing span except for a secflon equal in 
width to the distance between the end plates. This effective loss of wake will 
influence the forces acting on the test section. ~crdanll (1953) has found the 
effect on the derivatives for a wing of infinite s*n due to cutting off the 
whole of the vortex trail at a finite distenoe behind the wing. Results for 
various positions of the cut-off are given u1 Figs. 15-18. It may be seen that 
the effect on the stiffness mcjment derivatives is fairly small, but that for a 
cut-off at two chord lengths behind the v&g (which is a close appro;FimatiOn to 
the test condition) the modified dampzing deri%>tives for pitching about the 
leading edge bear the same relation to the unmodtiied theoretical derivatives 
as the R.A.E. test results bear to the N.L.L. results, and for pitohing about 
the kailing edge the modified wing derivatives are in agreementwlth the 
R.A.E. results. The R.A.E. test confIguration differs, however, from that 
represented by Jordan &de to the prescnoe of the extended vortex tiail of 
finite width. The likely effect of this vortex trail is to reduce the eff’eCtiVe 

wing aspect ratio. The smd.l variation of the measured denvvstives with fre- 
quenoy parameter for instance is consistent with the results for wings of lower 
aspect ratio. .Fig.l6 also tiicates that the effect of the possible cut-off Of 
the extende? vorte:; trail at the tunnel fan, &stance nineteen chord lengths 
behind the wing, is negligible. 

This examkmtion of Lhe flow conditions shows that there is evidence that 
the results for the wing fitted with two end plates, although not in agreement 
wzth the two-dimensional theoretlcai and other measured results, are not 
unexpected for the test configuration. 

The %reement at the results for the wings fitted with single eti plates 
with the results for the full span wk@ impl~s that the effect of c&king off 
the reflected vortex trail at the edge of the end plate under those test con&i- 
tloIX3 is not so important. 

8 Condusions 

(1) Values of the direct aerodynamic moments for reotangular wings oscil- 
lating in pit&. about their leW?ing and traj.Jing edges, based on the calculated 
VSheS of Lawrenoe and Gerber, ars in fatily go& agreement with the measured 
momenta for both axes of pitah. The measured and caloulated phase angles 
between the nvnnent e&. displacementqeatczs forpitddng oscillationsaboutthe 
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leading ed@ are in good agreement at the lowest test frequency parameters, 
but at higher frequency parameters the calculated phase angles are slightly 

,greater than the measured a.@es. The corresponding .&se angles for pitch- 
ing oscillations about the tsailing edge are xn satzsfactory agreement. 

(2) Wi.thin the test range of measurements the single end plates fitsed 
to reot2ngular wings osdllating about their lea&uxg edges are effective as 
aerodynamic reflector plates. 

(3) Wind tunnelcorrectzons are zmportant for the test configuration 
szmulating two-dimensional flow in which a reatangulsr wing was osdl.lated 
between two end plates mounted in the windstream of an open jet wind tunnel. 
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Calculation of the Galvanometer Response to the Input Simal 

The sine mve output from the gauge, So sin ut, and the brush positions 
are shown m e.g.6\a). If thx output IS sup&ied to brushes 'A' then the 
signal to the galvanomter iL Q the gauge output reversed in direction at angles 
$, $3 + 2800, x$ + 3600, etc., and has the fom shorn in F&+6(b). 

The mean galvanoneter reading 

so sin wt 2s 
Tc d(ot) = -$. cos 0. 

If the gauge output is supplied to brushes B f f then the switching oocurs at 
angles $ + 900, # + 2700, etc., and. the signal to the galvanometer has the 
form shown in &.6(c). 

The man galvanometer reading 

e2700 so sin wt 

s 

2s 
3 - 'x - .a(ut) i: + . sin 6. 

g4tYO" 
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TABLES OF RESiJLTS 

All the results are uncorrected for wind tunnel interference. All 
resdts refer to oscillations about a mean inclaence of O". 

Besults for pxtckng oscillations about the leading e&e 

wing span 12". Aspect ratio 2. 9, = 5.03". 

Y (-q G-w@ IT P - 183' 

0.131 0.280 0.080 0.291 15.8 

0.158 0.289 0.098 0.305 18.7 

0.197 0.308 0.119 0.330 21.2 

0.262 0.310 0.141 0.341 24.5 

c. 393 0.282 0,213 0.353 37.1 

wmg span 19.5”. Aspect ratio 3.25. B. = 5.04’. 

Y (-me) I (-.Yrn~) Iii so - 1800 

0.131 0*390 0.085 0.400 12.4 

0.158 0.334 0.103 0.407 14.7 

0.197 0.388 0.127 0.408 la.1 

0.262 0.391 0.166 0.425 23.0 

0.393 0.468 0.260 0.519 30.1 
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TABIE I (Contdi 

wing span 12" mth single end plate. 
Non5nal aspect ratio 4. B. = 5.14'. 

v (--m($ (-vm;l) 

i 0.260 0.130 0.156 0.195 0.390 0.4~6 0.401 0.397 0.407 0.437 

iii 

0.085 0.102 0.117 0.148 0.224 0.415 0.413 0.414 0.433 0.491 

@ - l*o"' 

11.8 

14.3 

16.4 

20.0 

27.2 
i 

wing span 30". Aspect ratio 5. B. = 5.13'. 

V (-m*) by)) m 

0.131 0.430 0.083 0.438 

0.15a 0.441 0.076 0.448 

0.197 0.447 0.090 0.456 

0.262 0.459 0.103 0.470 

0.393 0.43% 0.15% 0.466 

wing span 19.5" wdh single end plate. 

Nominal aspect ratio 6.5. e. = 5.0g"* 

V (-y$ b@ iii EO - 1800 

0.130 0.473 0.084 0.m 10.1 

0.156 0.478 0.197 0.489 12.7 

0.195 0.491 0.134 0.509 15.3 

0.260 0.501 0.185 0.534 20.3 

0.390 0.520 0.206 0.559 21.7 
1. 
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‘fling span 48”. Aspect ratio 8. 8o = 4.83’. 

v be) c-VqJ ii 2 -1861 

0.131 0.496 0.066 0.501 7*6 

O.-i58 0.493 0.088 0.501 10.1 

0.197 0.498 o.c39 0.508 11.3 

0.262 0.539 O.l-f4 0.551 

0.393 0.548 0.162 0.571 

V 

0.130 

0.156 I 0.195 

0.260 

0.390 

Nominal aspect ratio m. e. = J-+.940* 

0.566 

0.576 

0.581 

0.586 

0.584 
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TABLE II 

Results for pitching oscillstions ab?wt the trailing cdl 

wing span I?". Aspmt ratio 2. e. = 5.08'. 

v 
"0 C-m; 1 iii 360' - @ 

0.131 1.042 o.oy, I.042 1.9 

0.158 1.030 o.o= 1.031 I.4 

0.197 "1.018 0.04-2 I.@19 2.4 

0.262 1.000 0.072 1.002 441 

0.393 I.004 0.123 I.011 7.0 

mlng span 19.5" ASPECT ratLo 3.25. e. = 4.84'. 

V 

0.131 

0.158 

O.lP7 

0.262 

0.393 
-- 

“e 

1.282 

1.267 

1.250 

l.lY3 

1.198 

l-m;) 

0.071 

0.121 

0.145 

0.15-I 

0. a+5 

1.284 3.2 

1.272 5.5 

t-2.59 6.6 

1.202 7.2 

1.223 11.5 

360' - 8 

\iLng span 35". Aspect ratxo 5. e. = 4.98'. 

v 

0.131 

0.158 

0.197 

0.262 

0.393 

“e 

t.576 

1.541 

1.501 

1 481 

I.449 

byi)) ii 360' - so 

0.132 q.582 4.8 

0.144 1.5L,8 5.3 

0.179 1.511 6.8 

O-235 I.500 9.0 

0.385 I.495 14.9 
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TkBLF: II (Contd) 

-i?'ing span 19.5" vnth two end plates. 

Nominal aspect ratlo -. e. = 5.13O. 

v “6 (-Y”~ 1 iii 3600 - EO 

0.130 1.699 0.173 I.708 5.8 

0.156 1.633 0.183 I.643 6.4 

0.195 1.622 0.229 1.639 8.0 

0.260 ' 1.556 0.284 1.582 10.3 

0.390 1.502 0.438 1.54 16.3 
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FIG 3(a) 
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FIG. 3b& 4 
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FIG. 5 dr 6 (obc) FIG. 5 dr 6 (obc) 
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